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Continuous experimentations with content, format,

and marketing meant faster improvements and

results. 

Rapid Experimentation 

The City of Peoria gained access to a variety of

educational programming despite shut downs and

social distancing policies. 

Improved Community Access 

Government divisions, employees, and city residents

found synergies and forged connections that weren't

there before. 

Cross-city Collaboration

Even before 2020, the City of Peoria was searching for ways to
increase community engagement and continue to improve
and expand their offerings. The COVID-19 pandemic expedited
this need by at least two years, pushing Peoria to find a
solution quickly. 

CHALLENGES

The City of Peoria and Televeda partnered to provide virtual
and hybrid events that connected communities throughout
the city and to organizations across the nation. 

SOLUTIONS

RESULTS

About Peoria Interactive

Experience

Peoria Interactive Experience is a

trusted exchange of community

expertise through Peoria classes,

workshops and meetings. The

City of Peoria's menu of

community engagement

experiences are presented by

organizations across the city,

including Peoria Public Library,

ASU Peoria Forward program,

Peoria Economic Development,

and the Parks 

& Recreation department. This

programming is made more

accessible via Televeda's two-

way interactive live streaming

platform, so you can meet other

entrepreneurs, take an art class,

learn how to code and so much

more all from the comfort of your

home or favorite coffee shop. All

you need is a computer or a

smartphone and access to the

Internet to enjoy these

interactive experiences.

Televeda & 
Peoria Interactive Experience

televeda.com

peoriaaz.gov

http://www.televeda.com/
https://www.peoriaaz.gov/government/departments/parks-recreation-and-community-facilities/recreation-programs/interactive-experience


The City of Peoria always had a passion for innovative
programming, and was already searching for new,
exciting ways to reach new audiences and increase
engagement. 

COVID-19 moved this process up: when it hit, all in-person
programming came to an end. They needed to pivot, and
fast, so they turned to Televeda's event management and
engagement solutions. 

Having seen so much success in Arizona State University's
online model, they met with Televeda at the start of the
pandemic to put an online program in place, helping
them maintain community engagement and see
continued growth. 

CHALLENGES

Though Televeda traditionally
caters their programming on
older adults, Peoria saw the
platform as an opportunity to
experiment widely. 

Throughout the partnership,
Peoria hosted
entrepreneurial webinars,
music performances,
business pitches, resource
seminars, poetry jams, art
classes, story times, and
more. They hope to expand
their programming to include
content on water
conservation, coding, and
other content that can solve
various community questions
and needs. 

SOLUTIONS

“Televeda is perfect
for educational
community
programming.
Whether it's coding,
business
development, or
water conservation,
Televeda is a source
of endless
opportunity. We are
so excited for all the
possibilities. ”

NATHANIEL

WASHBURN

Library Manager, 
Peoria Public Library
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When it came to hybrid
programming, Peoria knew
that involving as many
divisions of the city as
possible would be the
greatest chance for success.

At a city council meeting,
John Sefton, Parks,
Recreation & Community
Facilities Director of the City,
suggested adding Televeda
as a virtual component to
their burgeoning
programming to make their
educational content
accessible to residents no
matter location, mobility, or
social distancing policies. 

Peoria Interactive Experience
was made possible by cross-
city collaboration between
ASU's Peoria Forward
program, Peoria Economic
Development, Peoria Public
Library, & Parks Rec
Department.  Every
department--even those that
might traditionally not seem
like a fit--worked together to
break down silos and
demonstrate how applicable
the Televeda programming
could be to all of them. 

With this groundwork laid, it 
made it easier for any city
division to reach out and
collaborate on projects.



Peoria Interactive Experience's partnership with Televeda created growth in both organizations.
PIE was able to better serve their community in new and exciting ways,  and Televeda pushed the
boundaries of their platform by experimenting with various class formats and technological
needs.

One of the biggest accomplishments was the very first series they put on: a 4-part series once a
week on entrepreneurship. Arizona State University's Kristin Slice hosted Exploring Peoria
Entrepreneurship: interviews took place throughout the City of Peoria as she interviewed local
entrepreneurs who shared their fascinating stories and innovative solutions to scaling their
business despite COVID-19. From artists to writers to small business owners, everyone was excited
to share what they learned with their community, and all in a safe way via live streaming. 

Week after week, the attendance grew, creating an online hub of Peoria locals, business owners,
and government bodies. The success of this initial launch quickly demonstrated the great
potential of this partnership. And that was just the beginning of the impressive results they
began to see while working with Televeda' platform. 

RESULTS

We found a
perfect synergy
with Televeda
and the
departments
across the city of
Peoria, from the
parks, to the
library, the arts,
and more. And,
once everyone
experienced how
incredible the
collaboration
was, it continued
to grow from
there.

AMBER  COSTA

Economic
Development
Agreement
Coordinator.
Economic
Development
Services
Department 

A hybrid series where La Jefa Status, ASU, & Peoria Forward provided
business support for Latina business owners and women of color. 

Interview and activity presentation during ASU's virtual Exploring Peoria
Entrepreneurship. Series.



The key to successful community collaboration is by showing everyone
the benefits of a service. Finding a flexible solution that works for all
departments created a stronger relationship between previously
separate areas of the city that might not usually connect. 

CROSS-CITY COLLABORATION

Starting strong with a quickly growing Entrepreneur series, and
launching a new STEAM series for families in September 2021, Peoria
quickly found their sweet spot in Televeda hybrid programming:
education for every part of the city, from residents to businesses to city
divisions. 

EDUCATIONAL EVENTS

Peoria's programming covered a wide range throughout the partnership
so far. They see Televeda as a platform that can be used to reach
populations with ongoing community issues and challenges that the city
can solve. 

ENTIRELY NEW PROGRAMMING

RESULTS, CONT'D

The leaders of PIE couldn't make it more clear how much they
appreciated the strong relationships that formed between all of them,
and their continued amazement by their impressive colleagues. 

COLLEAGUE CONNECTIONS

Through it all, the City of Peoria sees Televeda as a source of endless
possibilities, through which they can bring all parts of their community
together.

UNLIMITED OPPORTUNITIES 

“This was really fun to hear about all the different spaces in the valley that I
can go visit."

-STACEY  A.  

ATTENDEE  OF  PIE  WHERE  TO  BUILD,  CREATE,  COLLABORATE

“This was amazing. I took notes! Thank you so much for doing this & for all
of the hard work you guys have put into the show."

 -CAROLYN  H.

ATTENDEE  OF  PIE  WONDERLAND  SESSION

 



Peoria Interactive Experience was born out of
innovation, passion for a City, and a drive to
keep residents engaged no matter what was
happening in the world. 

And the successes mean they only want to
keep improving, from advancing their
marketing of the programs, to increasing
collaboration, and continuing to push the
Televeda platform to new heights to develop
the best hybrid experience. 

And the future is looking bright: organizations
have reached out from the city to be part of
Peoria Interactive Experience; they recently
launched a 4-part series on STEAM for families,
the second Wednesday of every month in the
Fall of 2021; and expanding their Pitch In
series. 

If there's one thing they can make clear, is the
endless potential Televeda has provided the
city. Virtual and hybrid programming allows
for increased access to events, greater
geographical reach, more flexibility, and of
course, continued engagement despite
current health policies. 

THE FUTURE OF PEORIA IS ONLY FORWARD

F O R  M O R E  I N F O R M A T I O N ,  P L E A S E  C O N T A C T
 

P I E ' S  N A T H A N I E L  W A S H B U R N  A T
N A T H A N I E L . W A S H B U R N @ P E O R I A A Z . G O V  

 
A N D  T E L E V E D A  A T  I N F O @ T E L E V E D A . C O M

"We have to give so much
credit to the Televeda
team you for being so
responsive. When we say
we need certain
technology, or want to try
a new format, you guys
made it happen overnight-
-literally. Cities need to
know that Televeda can
affect SO MANY AREAS. 
 There's so much you can
get out of this platform,
because it works for
everything. We can put the
mayor on here to stream
to people! There are just
unlimited opportunities."

NATHANIEL  WASHBURN

Library Manager, 
Peoria Public Library

By breaking down silos and demonstrating to all departments the endless
possibilities of Televeda's hybrid services, the City of Peoria created an integrative
culture that has only continued to grow. 


